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s e c t i o n  i

STUDY PROCESS

1. Project Approach

C
ollectively, the project consultants worked with representatives of the National Park
Service, the Ice Age Floods Institute (IAFI), and the Ice Age Floods Task Force to

make decisions regarding the Floods study. The National Park Service served as the
lead project manager. Jones & Jones was responsible primarily for process, organization,
and final product development. The IAFI represented the private sector while the IAF
Task Force represented the public sector.

The Ice Age Floods Study of Alternatives
focused on three major subjects:

• Inventory of significant flood features
within the four-state area

• Development of concepts for
coordinated interpretation and
education programs about the floods

• Examination of alternative
frameworks for cooperation among
agencies and the private sector.

Process
• Define project goals, scope of work,

timeline, products, and process
• Solicit public input and maintain open

lines of communication

• Establish and organize Ice Age Floods
Study Team

• Establish and organize Study Zone
Working Groups

• Conduct Study Zone meetings
• Inventory Floods features
• Prepare Draft Report
• Review Draft Report
• Release Draft Report for public review

and comment
• Conduct public workshops
• Review and make final changes to

draft report
• Complete and present Final Report to

Secretary of Interior for transmittal to
Congress

s u m m a r y

The process developed for the Floods Study was
intended to provide an opportunity for the

scientific community, community leaders, local
stakeholders, and the general public to become
actively involved. A Study Team, whose role was to
provide guidance, was organized, and the Floods
region was divided into four Study Zones.
Volunteers within each Study Zone took
responsibility for inventorying Floods features.
Extensive successful efforts were made to
encourage public participation.
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2. Project Schedule

T
he Ice Age Floods Study of Alternatives was initiated in Fall 1998, with the final
report scheduled to be completed by February 2001. Upon completion, the report

was submitted to the Secretary of the Interior, and then transmitted to Congress.

Figure I-1 shows the original timeline for
the project. The timeline for the study
was tied directly into the project contract
with the National Park Service, and was
developed specifically to meet the
objectives for the project.

Some flexibility was built into the
project because of the complexity and
scope of work, and because much of the
work was to be completed by volunteers.
Volunteer organizations have their own

needs, time demands, and schedules, and
it was important to ensure that
participation would not be excluded
because of time conflicts.

With minor exceptions, the project closely
followed the defined schedule. Deadlines
for having inventory forms completed were
extended because of difficulties in getting
some of the Study Zones organized and
because there were more identifiable
Floods features than anticipated.
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3. Formation of Study Team

T
he common goal of the Study Team was the development of a coordinated
interpretive and educational approach to tell the Ice Age Floods story throughout

Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.

The Study Team included members of
the original Ice Age Floods Task Force,
members of the Ice Age Floods Institute,
chairs of the four Study Zone Working
Groups, National Park Service
representatives, and the design and
planning team from the consultants,

Jones & Jones. The role of the Study
Team was to offer suggestions,
recommendations, and alternatives to the
project consultants, who synthesized the
information and produced the Final
Report for submission to the National
Park Service.

Figure I-1. Alternatives Study Schedule (revised)

Fall 1998
JanuaryDecemberNovemberOctober

Printing of
Final Report
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Study Team Meetings
The first meeting of the Floods Study
Team was April 15, 1999, in Spokane,
Washington. The purpose of this
meeting was to present the study process
and the concept of Study Zones, and to
organize the Study Team.

On Wednesday, October 13, 1999,
members of the Ice Age Floods
Alternatives Study Team met in Moses
Lake, Washington, for the second
planning workshop. The main purpose
of this meeting was to develop
recommendations from the Study Team
and, in essence, create a “collective
vision” of how the study region would
be managed, interpreted, and designated.
There was an overview of zone activities
and the status of the inventory as well as
reports on IAFI and Task Force activities.
The morning session ended with
discussions about putting the inventory
into database format, the use of GIS for
the project, development of graphics and
final output, and the need for continuing
outreach efforts. The afternoon was
devoted to discussions about the
timeline, report outline, suitability and
feasibility, possible interpretive routes,
and management options. Members even

reached a consensus of what this “area”
should be called: the Ice Age Floods
Geologic Region. Later that evening, the
Ice Age Floods Institute conducted its
regular quarterly meeting. And on
Thursday the Study Team participated in
an all-day field trip of the Grand Coulee
and Drumheller Channels.

On February 9, 2000, the Study Team
met in Vancouver, Washington, to review
the draft Alternatives Study. This meeting
was the first time that the Study Team
members had an opportunity to voice
their suggestions for improvement and to
review the Draft for potential problem
areas. Each section of the Draft was
reviewed in detail and discussed. Each
Study Team member had his or her own
copy of the Draft which was turned in,
along with handwritten comments from
each team member. The meeting was
followed by an Ice Age Floods Institute
meeting and a tour of the Portland-
Vancouver Basin the following day.

The Glacial Lake Missoula Study Zone
Working Group and Dale Middleton, Jim
Sipes, and Reed Jarvis participated in a
video-conference on February 18, 2000.
This meeting gave the Missoula group

the opportunity to share their opinions.
Because of the distance and cost
involved, many of the Missoula group
could not attend the Vancouver meeting.
Their suggestions included expanding
some sections, using more graphics and
sidebars, changing the reference to
“spurs” into “loops” where possible, and
sensitivity to the use of certain words
that could be misunderstood.

The next Study Team meeting was held
in Missoula, Montana, on April 17, 2000.
The Study Team reviewed the second
draft, which was also the public agency
review copy. They made a number of
suggestions to improve the study and
clarified points the study was trying to
make. This was a critical step in
preparing the public review draft. The
next day the Study Team participated in
an all-day field trip of the Glacial Lake
Missoula resources, tying many of J. T.
Pardee’s calculations and field research to
the actual sites.

The Study Team met again in mid-
November 2000 to be briefed on the
recommendations from the public
workshops prior to sending the study to
the Director of the National Park Service.
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4. Study Zone Working Groups

B
ecause the Floods path covers more than 16,000 square miles, the study area is
too large to function as a single entity. To make the project easier to manage, it

was organized into four Study Zones based upon geopolitical considerations:

•Glacial Lake Missoula—this Study
Zone, which includes most of
western Montana, is named for the
glacial lake that was the source of
water for the floods.

• Idaho Panhandle & East Central
Washington—includes parts of both
Washington and Idaho, including
the Pend Oreille, Coeur d’Alene,
Post Falls, Spokane, Odessa, Moses
Lake, Coulee City, Grand Coulee
Dam area, Channeled Scablands
areas, Dry Falls, Potholes, and the
area north of State Route 26. Route
26 was selected as the southern
boundary for the zone because it is
easily identifiable.

•Mid Columbia—covers the Snake
and Clearwater Rivers in Idaho, and
parts of southeastern Washington
and northern Oregon, including the
Tri-Cities, Walla Walla, the area
south of State Route 26, Yakima,
Umatilla, Hermiston, and west to the
John Day Dam.

• Gorge, Lower Columbia and the
Willamette—includes the area west
of the John Day Dam, Stevenson, The
Dalles, Hood River, Astoria, Portland,
Eugene, Salem, Vancouver, Longview
and up the Cowlitz River to Castle
Rock.

The Study Zone Working Groups had
five major responsibilities:

• Conduct an in-depth inventory of
local Floods features

• Conduct interpretive programs for
local influence groups

• Work with the media to generate
interest in the Study of Alternatives,
and the Floods in general

• Host Study Zone meetings, and
arrange for locations, dates, and
publicity

• Host public workshops to review the
draft report for this project

Four Study Zones through Montana, Idaho,

Washington, and Oregon
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A chairperson was elected for each Study
Zone. The primary responsibilities of the
chairperson were to coordinate the
inventory, manage the outreach
programs, help shape the plan, and serve
as the key contact for the Study Zone.

Three meetings were scheduled for each
Study Zone. The first meeting was used
to identify interested individuals, get
each Study Zone organized, elect a
chairperson, and begin the process of
inventorying Floods features. The
second meeting continued to focus upon
the inventory process, and also included

planning for future activities and
community outreach efforts. The third
meeting provided each Study Zone
member an opportunity to review the
draft report of the Study of Alternatives
and to offer suggestions on ways to
improve the report. Each meeting lasted
two to three hours, with most being held
on weekday nights to provide the
greatest opportunity for public
participation. The Study Zone meetings
were open to the public, and efforts were
made to publicize the meetings and to
invite key individuals, including media
representatives.
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5. Public Participation and Outreach

A
key concern of the National Park Service was to make sure there was a high level
of public participation in the planning process for this project. As stated in PL

105-391, Congress has strengthened the planning process in an effort to address
specific issues and concerns. Public input for the Study of Alternatives began at the
Study Zone level. One of the purposes for creating the Study Zone Working Groups
was to provide a mechanism from which close ties with local citizenry could be
established in order to obtain their views and suggestions.

Since the story of the Floods is still not
widely known in many areas, each
Study Zone Team was encouraged to
develop an interpretive team for
informing the public of the Ice Age
Floods and the Study of Alternatives.
The task of the interpretive team was to
work with local schools, organizations,
and civic groups such as the Rotary,
Lions, and Elks.

An outreach program was developed for
local elected officials, decision-makers,
and the local media in an effort to raise
their interest in the Study and its
potential. Each Study Zone received a
slide program developed by the National
Park Service’s Lake Roosevelt National
Recreation Area as well as a 30-minute
and 6-minute videotape of a recent PBS
television special of the Floods. Oregon

Public Broadcasting in Portland, in the
fall of 1998, produced this television
special.

Some of the products developed for the
outreach program of the Study of
Alternatives include:

• An Ice Age Floods brochure—
provided information about the
study, timeframe, participants, and
purpose of the study, with graphics
showing the extent of the Floods and
other features.

• A web page (www.nps.gov/
iceagefloods)—provided the public
with information about the project,
points of contact, notice of upcoming
public workshops and other events,
and included the Public Review draft
of the Study.
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• A six-minute videotape condensed
from the Oregon Public
Broadcasting’s Ice Age Flood:
Catastrophic Transformation of the
West. The 6-minute version, which
was put together specifically for the
Study of Alternatives, was
particularly useful for giving people a
quick overview of the floods and to
set the stage for discussions about
how to interpret the resources.

• Study newsletters at strategic times
during the project. The purpose of
these newsletters was to acquaint
interested parties and the general
public about the study itself.

• Progress Reports that were intended
to help keep the Study Team
informed as to status of the project.

• A Draft and Final Report of
Alternatives included an analysis of
suitability and feasibility of the
Floods region for potentially
becoming a unit of the National Park
System. The study also included an
analysis of the national significance
of Floods features, along with a range
of alternatives that were developed
along with the Study Team. The

Report addressed options for the
coordination and cooperation among
the various government agencies, as
well as the private sector.

• Public workshops were conducted
to increase awareness of the Study of
Alternatives and to solicit public
input. They were held in late
September and early October 2000
in Portland, Oregon; the Tri-Cities,
Washington; Missoula, Montana;
Sandpoint, Idaho; and Seattle,
Washington. A total of 300 persons
attended the public workshops: 26
persons at the Portland meeting;
124 persons at the Tri-Cities
meeting in Richland, Washington;
120 persons at the Missoula
meeting; 22 persons at the
Sandpoint meeting; and 7 persons at
the Seattle meeting.

• Written comments were also
solicited for a 60-day public review
and comment period. In addition to
comments from participants at the
five public workshops,
approximately 70 comment letters
and e-mail letters were received from
private individuals, organizations,
and public agencies.

The general consensus of public input
from both meeting attendance and
written comments was that people
generally supported the notion of some
National designation to commemorate
the Ice Age Floods, either along a
designated National Geologic Trail or
Floods Pathways. There was considerable
support for National Park Service
management of the Trail. There was also
a strong support for a coordinated
regional approach that includes a wide
use of partnership and collaborative
efforts to tell the Floods story
throughout the region. Several reviewers
urged that any Congressional designation
not authorize the NPS or other entity to
have any new land acquisition or
regulatory authority in the establishment
of the Trail. This concern has been
underscored as a recommendation in the
final study report.

Many reviewers suggested that various
Floods features be afforded additional
protection for public appreciation and
further scientific study. Several reviewers
stressed that hiking trails, horse trails,
and water trails be utilized, in addition to
auto tour routes, to view Floods features.
Many reviewers were enthusiastic about
the educational opportunities to expand
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City News Standard, Davenport Times,
Douglas County Empire Press, Free
Press, Grand Coulee Star, Omak-
Okanogan County Chronicle, Tri-City
Herald, the Odessa Record, the Sprague
Advocate, Wilbur Register, Quincy
Valley Post-Register, Medical Lake
Register, Othello Outlook, and the
Wenatchee World. Magazines and
journals contacted include: Green
Teacher, Terrain: A Journal of the Built
and Natural Environments, Discovery
Magazine, Odyssey, Alternatives
Journal, Awareness Magazine, E—The
Environmental Magazine, and EcoLink.

• Web Links—Reference to the Study of
Alternatives was added to The
EnviroLink Library (www.
Envirolink.org/library), a grassroots
online community dedicated to
providing organizations and
individuals with the most
comprehensive, up-to-date
environmental resources available.
The listing includes a detailed
explanation of the project and links to
related topics and other resources.

• Specific Articles—A number of
articles were written about the Ice Age
Floods and about the Alternatives

Study. Dan Spatz, executive editor and
general manager of The Dalles
Chronicle, wrote a timely article
(“Interpretive ‘trail’ may follow
ancient floods’ course.” The Dalles
Chronicle, 6/21/99) that was picked up
and distributed by the AP Wire. Other
articles about the floods include: “Trail
would explain Ice Age Floods,” the
Daily Journal of Commerce, 7/21/99;
“Interpretive project slated for
Northwest’s Ice-Age floods,” Seattle
Post-Intelligencer; “Trail project to
explain impact of Ice Age Floods,”
Eastside Journal, Sunday, 7/4/99; and
“Remember the Floods,” Spokesman
Review, 05/30/99; “Ice Age Floods left
their mark,” Seattle Times, 6/4/00;
“Flood area plan nears review,” The
Dalles Chronicle, 6/4/00; “A lasting
mark: the Ice Age Floods revisited,”
Landscape Architecture Magazine, 5/00;
“The Flood and the fury,” Tri-City
Herald, 6/25/00; “Project takes on
story of region’s Ice Age cataclysms,”
The Oregonian, 11/29/00. Numerous
other articles have been published
during the review phase of this
document.

• Presentations—Presentations on the
Ice Age Floods and the Study of

school earth science curricula to include
the Floods topic. Finally, several
reviewers suggested specific actions to
enhance the project, including the
development of new interpretive centers
related to the Floods in places such as
Missoula, Montana, and Portland,
Oregon.

Outreach Efforts

The following is just a sample of some of
the outreach efforts of the Study Team:

• Newspapers and magazines—Press
releases about the Floods and the
Study of Alternatives were sent to
major newspapers, magazines, and
electronic journals throughout the
four-state area. Some of the
newspapers contacted include: Albany
Democrat-Herald, Cascadia Times,
Oregon News Network, Coeur d’Alene
Press, Idaho State Journal, Idaho
Statesman, Moscow-Pullman Daily
News, Lewiston Morning Tribune,
Missoula Independent, Missoulian, the
Columbian, Olympian, Puget Sound
Business Journal, Seattle Daily Journal
of Commerce, Spokesman Review,
Yakima Herald-Republic, Grant County
Journal, Columbia Basin Herald, Coulee
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it was a wonderful experience having
two experts share their knowledge
and help make the study of the Ice
Age Floods come alive.

The Ice Age Floods Institute also
sponsored a tour of the Portland-
Vancouver Basin on February 10,
2000. It was conducted by Richard
Waitt, USGS; Jim O’Connor, USGS;
and Scott Burns, Portland State
University. Stops were made at an
overlook at the Rose City Golf
Course, Rocky Butte east of Portland,
Chamberline Hill boulder field,
Lacamas Lake trough, and a gravel pit
in the Mill Plain eddy-pendant bar.

Another field trip, filling a bus, was
held on May 18, 2001, covering the
filling and sudden drainage of Glacial
Lake Missoula. Ice Age Floods
members and USFS geologist Jim
Shelden and Norman Smyers
conducted the tour that stopped at
areas in Missoula, the Mission Valley,
Markle Pass/Camas Prairie, and
locations along the Clark Fork River.

Bruce Bjornstad and Ann Tallman led
a field trip through the Mid-
Columbia Study Area on September

21, 2000, filling two buses. The stops
included Wallula Gap, a roadside
example of slackwater rhythmites
near Walla Walla, Palouse Falls, and
areas along the Washtucna Coulee,
including a deposit from 75,000-year-
old floods.

The northern panhandle of Idaho was
covered by a field trip starting from
Sandpoint, Idaho, on September 28,
2000. The tour leaders were Roy
Breckenridge, Idaho Geologic Survey;
and Bryan Rowder, Manager of
Farragut State Park, Idaho. One bus
load of professional geologists,
teachers, supporters, and interested
citizens made stops at the northern
shore of Lake Pend Oreille, Cabinet
Gorge Dam (in the area occupied by
the ice dam that created Glacial Lake
Missoula), Farragut State Park,
Rathdrum Prairie, and Spirit Lake.

• Television documentaries—A six-
minute videotape was condensed from
Oregon Public Broadcasting’s Ice Age
Flood: Catastrophic Transformation of
the West. In addition, KSPS, a PBS
television station in Spokane, plans to
air a documentary on the Floods
sometime during Spring 2001.

Alternatives were made to various
groups across the four-state area,
including the Geological Society of the
Oregon Country, the Federation of
Western Outdoor Clubs, the
Washington State Transportation
Commission, the Assistant Adjutant
General of Washington State, selected
schools in the Seattle area, WSU
Spokane Branch Campus, Washington
State Tourism Division, the American
Planning Association Annual Meeting
(in Seattle), Rotary and Kiwanis
groups in Washington, and a
Washington State Byways meeting.

• Tours—Tours are an excellent way to
introduce the public to the wealth of
Floods resources. The tours were co-
sponsored by the NPS and the Ice Age
Floods Institute. Local museums and
Chamers of Commerce helped with
the tour arrangements.

On October 14, 1999, Richard Waitt,
USGS, and Brent Cunderla, BLM, led
an all-day field trip of the Grand
Coulee and Drumheller Channels.
Two buses and 91 people took a tour
that included stops at Wilson Creek,
Dry Falls, Blue Lake, Soap Lake, and
Lower Goose Lake. Attendees felt that
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6. Inventories

O
ne of the first tasks the Ice Age Floods Study of Alternatives was to complete a
Floods resource inventory that covered features in all four states. The inventory

located the most significant Floods features and provided a basis for developing an
interpretive route of the Floods. It was important to determine critical information
regarding accessibility and interpretive potential; this information could become the
basis for future planning and management of an Ice Age Floods geologic region.

• Name and location of the Floods
feature

• Type of land (private, public, or tribal)

• Geologic classification

• Description of the Floods feature

• Comparison of a specific Floods
feature to similar features

• Potential interpretive value

• Visual and physical accessibility

• Proximity to other Floods features

• Types of recreation that currently occur

• Potential hazards or safety issues

• Existing, planned, or potential
interpretive activities

• History, legends, myths, and stories
associated with a Floods feature

The inventory process was structured so
that the public, landowners, students
and professionals could participate in the
project as well as individually develop an
appreciation and understanding of the
Ice Age Floods resources.

Blank inventory sheets, along with a
completed sample form, were sent to
each of the four Study Zones. The
inventory sheets offered instructions on
how to fill them out and the process was
fairly straightforward. Each Study Zone
Working Group determined how it was
going to accomplish the tasks necessary
to complete the inventory forms.

Once the inventory forms were complete,
the information was input into FileMaker
Pro (FileMaker, Inc.), a popular stand-
alone desktop database software
application for Macintosh and Windows

F l o o d s

What Is A Varve?

Varves are the individual layers in the

layer-cake stratigraphy commonly found

in lake deposits. For many lakes that

freeze over the winter, the super-still

water allows deposition of all the fine

clays and organic material that were

swirling around the lake during the past

summer, thus forming a dark layer. In

the spring and summer, when lake

currents keep things more stirred up,

only sand and silt are deposited—

forming a light coarser layer. Thus each

year, a couplet of layers forms—a dark-

clay and organic-rich winter layer, and a

light-silt and sand-rich summer layer.

These couplets can be counted, like rings

on a tree, to measure the time

represented by the sequence of varves.

F a c t s
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users. Once completed users will be able
to query, generate reports, and analyze
data, as well as seamlessly import and
export data from programs such as
Oracle 7, or Microsoft SQL Server,
Microsoft Access 97, or Microsoft Excel.

The inventory of the Ice Age Floods
resources was also used to help
determine Floods interpretive routes. To
date, more than 350 Floods resources
have been inventoried, and additional
inventories are still being conducted.
The Study Zone Working Groups, after
identifying the resource sites, were asked
to rank their Floods resource sites
whenever possible, and those sites were
located on a map of the study area. Using
existing public roads, the sites were then
connected into Pathways.

Additional inventories will be completed
over the next few years to cover sites not
included in the first analysis.

GIS Component
A Geographic Information System (GIS)
dataset of Floods-related information was
used during the planning phase of the
Study of Alternatives, and will be available
for other uses as well. The basic idea was
to pull together existing GIS data, input
new information collected as part of the
study, and create a set of digital tools that
can be used for future floods-related
projects. The locations of floods features
were taken from the inventory forms and
used to define points in the GIS data
layers. This process was useful for
overlaying floods features on maps with
such information as roads, land
ownership and municipal areas.

The Floods Study Team identified
pertinent thematic data layers of
information as well as available sources
for the information. These layers include
information such as the major roads and
highways, lakes and rivers, geopolitical
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boundaries, parks and recreation areas,
visitor centers and museums, major
trails, extent of flooding and glacial
cover, and Ice Age Floods features.

Much of the GIS data used was
developed as part of the Interior
Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management
Project (ICBEMP). The ICBEMP, which
is chartered by the Chief of the Forest
Service and Director of the Bureau of
Land Management, covers eastern
Oregon and Washington, Idaho, western
Wyoming, western Montana, and
portions of northern Utah and northern
Nevada.

The final GIS data set was created with
ArcInfo, the industry standard GIS
program from ESRI, and viewed and
manipulated primarily with ArcView.

Because the project covers a four-state
area, most floods features, visitor

centers, and even cities appear as dots,
and roads and rivers appear as simple
lines. The GIS data is small-scale for
Phase I of this project, but
recommendations are to add more detail
and resolution in Phase II.

The inventory information eventually
will be linked to ArcView, stored as
tabular data in a series of rows and
columns, and then saved as attributes.
The link between map features and their
attributes is the basic principle behind
how a GIS program works, and is the
source of its power. When the map
features and attributes are linked, users
will be able to access the attributes for
any map feature or locate any feature
from its attributes in a table.

The entire GIS database and associated
attributes for the Floods is intended to be
available to interested individuals once it
is completed.

Bretz traversed the entire

region first on foot and later

in his trusty Dodge 4, an

early enclosed-body car. He

did this with parties of

students and his wife, son,

daughter, and collie dog.

—Vic Baker, “Joseph Thomas Pardee and

the Spokane Flood Controversy”
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7. Phase II for Inventory and GIS

T
he next phase of the inventory, contingent upon funding, would expand upon this
initial work and provide a much greater level of information and accuracy. This

phase would build upon the initial inventory and would involve revisiting sites,
locating them more accurately, improving the description, and reevaluating the
resource in terms of interpretive potential.

This additional information could be
obtained by revisiting sites and locating
them more accurately on the ground by
using the Global Positioning System
(GPS). Larger floods features could also
be measured on-site.

Each GIS thematic layer was
categorized according to priority. The
highest priority layers will be
completed first for Phase I of the GIS
development, with lower priority
layers being finished as time permits. It

is anticipated that less-critical data
layers will be completed as part of
Phase II. Phase II also recommends a
much greater level of detail than was
completed in Phase I because of time
constraints.

The information obtained from the
second inventory would be used to
expand the scope and depth of
interpretation and would allow
development of a more complex route
within the four Study Zones.


